
Sean Bartley THE HYACINTH MACAW
GLOSSARY

N/A Hyacinth Macaw The largest flying parrot in the world. Popular as pets. 
pg. 2 expounding To give a detailed explanation.

2 assuaged To soothe; to calm; to appease.
2 pneumatically Of or pertaining to air, gasses, wind, air pressure, or spiritual matters.
2 egregious Extrodinary; glaring; flagrant.
2 disremembers To fail to remember; to forget.
2 wherefore For what reason; why? 
3 sirocco An opressively hot and humid wind.
3 jawbone To influence through speech; to engage in idle talk.
4 crutch of roach Crutch and roach are both european slang terms for a marijuana joint. 
5 tantamount Equal to; equivalent in effect or value. 
5 whorled Curled. Often used to describe a swirl of leaves.
5 monicker Name; nickname; alias.
5 topology The mathematical study of points and their relaionships to one another. 
5 Johnny Sock A popular brand of socks for toddlers.
6 uncouth Awkward; clumsy, ungracefull.
7 entrechat A Ballet jump where the dancer repeatedly crosses their legs in mid-air.
7 enthymemes An argument in which one of the premises or the conclusion isn't made explicit.
8 aleatoric Random; Characterized by chance, especially in music.
8 ornithologist A zoologist who studies birds. 
8 sistene Of or pertaining to the Pope. 
8 dance Card A woman's list of the men she will dance with at a formal ball.
9 sixes and sevens In a state of dissaray.
9 gabbled To jabber; mutter; speak incoherently.
9 gloaming Twilight; dusk.
9 lupine Pertaining to or resembling wolves.

10 eventide An archaic term for evening.
10 darksome Dark; gloomy; obscure; shaded.
10 sophistries A plausible but false or misleading argument.
10 geegaws Trinkets; baubles; small decorative items.
10 cockatoos A classification of parrots. Most of the 21 cockatoo species live only in Australia.
10 hornbills A classification of birds. Many of the 57 hornbill species live only in Africa.
10 toucans A classification of birds Most roucan species live only in South America.
10 cockatrice A mythical monster with the head of a rooster and the body of a serpent.
10 jurong A town in Singapore.
10 twaddle Silly, feeble, or trivial talk or writing.
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10 decidability Capability of being determined/decided.
11 shenango A river in Western Pennsylvania. 
13 signification Meaning; import; sense.
13 whang A violent blow; a type of leather; a slang term for penis (British spelling). 
13 whammy A jinx or hex; a blow or setback; to put and end to ("put the whammy on.")
14 trepidation Fear; doubt; lack of certainty.
14 loganberry A term for both the tree and it's dark red fruit. Grows along the Western US coast.
14 lolling To hang or droop lazily; to doze.
15 malfeasance Misconduct or wrongdoing, especially by a public official. 
16 valences The ability of a substance to interact with another or to produce and effect.
18 soonest mended Shortened version of the idiom "Least said, soonest mended."
18 nettles A variety or hairy, stinging, or prickly plants.
18 hollyhock A variety of plants with large flowers in many bright colors.
19 canned Slang for the buttocks. Also, slang for being placed in a cell or prison.
20 citoyens Members of a state or country. 
21 paranoiac Suffering from paranoia or intense and ungrounded fears.
21 mettle Temperament; disposition. (Wellman uses the homonym anachronistically.)  
21 ductile Capable of being molded, hammered, or shaped.
21 malleable Moldable; flexible, pliable.
21 tensile Of or relating to tension or pull; capable of being molded.
22 particulate Compsed of separate and distinct particles
22 transubstantiation Changing one substance into another, partiuclarly Eucharistic bread and wine.
25 Mimbreland May refer to a Native American culture around the Mimbres river in New Mexico.
25 hoodoo To bring bad luck to; a practicer of voodoo. 
27 gaga Crazy; insane; completely absorbed, infatuated.
27 corporeal Bodily; tangible; material.
27 swinish Like or befitting swine; gross; coarse.
27 unblenched Archaic term for undaunted or unflinching.
27 vatic Of or pertaining to a prophet.
28 turpitude Depravity or vileness.
28 boffing Having sex with.
28 guttural Harsh; throaty; coming from the back of the throat.
28 wainscoting Paneled woodword in an interior room. 
29 circumstantiality Minutely detailed, thorough.
29 palpitate To tremble; shake; quiver; throb; beat.
29 circumrotate To revolve like a wheel.
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29 circumflex An accent mark used to indicate pronunciation; winding around.
29 ardor Ferventness; spirit; earnestness; intensity.
30 solenoid An electric conductor or switch.
30 solfatarra A volcanic area that gives off sulfurous gasses.
30 solfeggio A singing exercise. ("Do, re, mi fa, so, la, ti, do.")
31 threnodies Poems, speeches, or songs of lamentation.
31 gaslight era The 19th century. 
31 ferrotypes A positive photgraph made on a flat piece of iron. 
31 perukes Wigs worn by men in the 17th and 18th centuries. 
31 billets-doux Love letters, specificially in Victorian England.
31 bemuse To bewilder or confuse
31 defuse To make less dangerous. Literally, to remove the fuse from (as in a bomb.)
31 larder A pantry or food-cellar.
31 myopia Lack or foresight or planning; obtuseness; narrow-mindedness; intolerance.
31 unction An annointing oil or salve; excessive earnestness.
31 ennobles Confers class or nobility upon.
31 traipse To walk aimlessly or without direction.
31 gasworks A plant where heating and lighting gas is produced. 
32 compunction An uneasiness about a decision or choice; hestiation; regret; contrition.
32 feckless Ineffective, incompetent, futile.
32 moxie Vigor; verve; pep; agressiveness; know-how; expertise.
32 cipher A person of no importance; a nonentity.
32 fructifies To male productive or useful; to bear fruit.
32 saltpeter A compound used in the making of gunpowder, explosives, and fertilizer.
32 bricabrac Small items kept for their souveneir, antique, or sentimental value. 
32 clovis man The oldest tribe in North America. Lived roughly 11,000 years ago. 
32 greensward Grassy turf.
32 arcane Mysterious; secret; obscure; esoteric.
33 furunculosis A skin disease characterized by the repeated appearance of boils.
33 sluice An artificial channel or gate for conducting water or stopping it's flow.
33 infarction The overloading or obstruction of blood vessels.
33 simoom A strong, hot wind of the Sahara and Arabia deserts.
33 buggering British slang for sodomy. 
33 frangipani A group of North American shrubs know for fragrance and bright flowers. 
34 archipelagoes Chains of islands.
34 Jacob The second son of Isaac, the twin brother of Esau, father of the 12 patriarchs. 
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34 paradisiacal Of or pertaining to paradise.
34 mantle Cape; covering; the back and wing covering of a bird.
34 jaundiced Yellow discoloration of the skin; To prejudice or judge.
34 petered Dwindled; slowly becoming exahusted.
34 bower A leafy shelter or cottage.
34 paradigm A model, pattern, or set of forms.
34 ergo Therefore.
34 Coulomb field The electric field created by a stationary charged particle.
34 ergots Fungi that are often fed to livestock.
34 sniveled To weep, cry, or sniffle.
34 sniggled To fish for eels or fish by thrusting a hook directly into their hiding places.
34 niggled To criticize constantly; to obsess over minor details; to work ineffectively.
34 slaked To satisfy; cool; calm, refresh; abate.
35 abscess A boldily inflammation, often filled with pus.
35 nitre A compound used in the making of gunpowder, explosives, and fertilizer.
35 brazen Shameless; bold; impudent.
35 aquavit A Scandinavian liquor flavored with carraway seeds.
35 maculate Spotted; stained; impure.
35 fuddle To confuse; befuddle; make drunk. 
35 reified To convert an abstraction into a concrete fact or statement.
35 scat Excrement; heroin; a shower of rain.
35 optic Of or pertaining to the eyes or sight.
36 hieratic Of or pertaining to the sacred; relating to heiroglyphics; extremely stylized.
36 supplication Humble prayer; entreaty; supplication.
37 seven stages of mourning Acceptance, Anger, Denial, Depression, Fear, Guilt, Shock. (Not in order.)
37 vermillion Reddish orange.
39 dogsbody A junior officer in the British navy. A brute; somone who does grunt work.
40 wormwood A bitter, aromatic herb.
41 parallaxes Apparent shifts in the direction of objects.
41 parlous Dangerous; to a large extent; greatly; clever; shrewd.
42 wastrel A wasteful person; an idler; refuse; waste.
42 usufruct The right to the use and profits of the property of another without damaging it.
42 choke cherries A plant native to North America.
42 skunk cabbage A plant native to North America.
43 tactoreceptor A receptor that responds to touch.
44 crotchety Grumpy; given to odd whims; fussy; eccentric; 
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45 transmundane Reaching beyond or existing outside the physical or visible world.
49 calabashes A tree or vine that produces white flowers and large gourds.
52 distichous In botany, a leaf with two rows arranged around a central axis.
52 hyposensitive Low sensitivity to stimuli.
52 exacta A bet in horseracing. To win, a better guesses the first and second place horse.
52 hysteron proteron ("later before") A rhetorical device which inverts two logically succeeding things.
52 edenic (Drawn from "Eden") Paradise, an ideal location.
52 idyll A charming pastoral poem or musical composition; a brief romantic encounter.
52 fatuity Stupidity; foolishness.
52 lorries and lorikeets Small to medium-sized parrots, commonly from Australasia.
52 slathered To cover fully; lavish; spread thickly.
52 perpetuum mobile Latin for "perpetual motion."
53 tumescence A swollen part or organ; a pompous, pretentious, or bombastic person.
53 detumescences A reduction of swelling.
53 fecundity Fruitfulness, fertility; richness of invention or imagination.
55 scrofulous Morally degenerate; corrupt.
55 phantasmal Unreal; illusory; spectral.
55 rusticate To go to, stay in, or visit the county.
55 congenital Having a condition or trait since bith; innate.
57 perfunctory Performed hastily, without concentration or interest.
57 lachesis In Greek mythology, the second of the three fates.
58 maximal Highest; greatest.
59 asaph A place in which portions of the Biblical gospels occurred.
59 Japeth Hebrew for "enlarged"; one of the three Biblical sons of Noah.
59 Gamaliel Hewbrew for "reward of god." Biblically, the teacher of the apostle Paul.
59 garth An archaic term for a grassy plot of land.
59 zenith The highest point of a celestial body in its apparent orbit.
59 altazimuth A common mounting device for telescopes.
59 tobit A minor book in the Old Testament. Protestants question its authenticity.
59 ashtaroth In demonology, a prince of hell.
59 moab A mountainous strip of land in modern-day Jordan; a town in Utah.
59 zechariah A biblical prophet whose writings are included in the Old Testament. 
59 whelk A large, North American sea snail.
59 wheelbug A large, North American bug with a strong exoskeleton.
59 ishmael A figure in the Bible, Torah, and Quran. Considered the ancestor of Arabs.
59 suwannee A town in Georgia.
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59 pidgin Simplified communication between groups without a common language.
59 pignut An American hickory tree with bitter nuts. 
59 saris Female garments in the Indian subcontinent. 
59 sassafras A series on deciduous trees native to North America.
59 Isfahand A city in Iran.
59 durango A state in Mexico and its capitol city; A town in Colorado; a popular Dodge SUV.
60 molality A measure of concentraion in a solute.
60 sacro lumbar A region of the spine.
61 whangdoodle A fanciful creature from American folklore and children's tales.
61 parlance Vernacular; way or manner of speaking.
61 torrid Hot; scorched; ardent; passionate.
61 carp A broad classification of freshwater fish.
61 movorovicic discontinuity The boundary between Earth's crust and its mantle.
63 dint A force; a blow; a strike; a power.
64 zed Last letter of the Englsh alphabet, derived from Greek. 
65 ectoplasmic Paranormal; existing outside the physical medium.
66 antimony A brittle, white metallic substance.
68 dino-flagellate A large group of marine plankton in the kingdom Protista.
68 dip-needle A compass pivoted to move within magnetic plane of Earth.
68 amatol A highly explosive mixture of TNT and ammounium nitrate.
68 depressor nerve A nerve which lowers blood pressure when activated.
68 paragoge The addition of a sound to the end of a word.
68 kemal ataturk Founder and first President of the Republic of Turkey.
68 Borax A white Boron compound used in detergents, enamels, and cosmetics.
68 titanous A chemical compound containing Titanium.
68 forenoon Morning; the time between sunrise and noon.
68 calamity jane An American pioneer woman and friend of Wild Bill Hickok. 
68 sheboygan A city in Wisconsin.
68 sprocket A wheel with metal teeth, often used in gears.
68 leland stanford American tycoon, politician, and founder of Stanford University.
68 pangloss A character in Voltaire's Candide.
68 photogravure 19th century printing process that produced the first photographs.
68 misrule An officer who presides over the Christmastime Feast of Fools.
68 hepcat 1940s jazz slang for a "cool" or "hip"  person.
68 ipso facto (Latin for "the deed itself") Something that brings about a direct consequence.


